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The crystal structure of a novel Cre-Lox synapse was solved using phases
from multiple isomorphous replacement and anomalous scattering, and
re®ned to 2.05 AÊ resolution. In this complex, a symmetric protein trimer
is bound to a Y-shaped three-way DNA junction, a marked departure
from the pseudo-4-fold symmetrical tetramer associated with Cre-
mediated LoxP recombination. The three-way DNA junction was accom-
modated by a simple kink without signi®cant distortion of the adjoining
DNA duplexes. Although the mean angle between DNA arms in the Y
and X structures was similar, adjacent Cre trimer subunits rotated 29 �
relative to those in the tetramers. This rotation was accommodated at the
protein-protein and DNA-DNA interfaces by interactions that are ``quasi-
equivalent'' to those in the tetramer, analogous to packing differences of
chemically identical viral subunits at non-equivalent positions in icosahe-
dral capsids. This structural quasi-equivalence extends to function as Cre
can bind to, cleave and perform strand transfer with a three-way Lox
substrate. The structure explains the dual recognition of three and four-
way junctions by site-speci®c recombinases as being due to shared struc-
tural features between the differently branched substrates and plasticity
of the protein-protein interfaces. To our knowledge, this is the ®rst direct
demonstration of quasi-equivalence in both the assembly and function of
an oligomeric enzyme.
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Introduction

Site-speci®c recombinases catalyze breakage and
rejoining of DNA at de®ned motifs.1 One enzyme,
phage P1 Cre recombinase, promotes recombina-
tion between two 34 bp LoxP recognition
sequences.2 Cre belongs to the Int superfamily
of recombinases and type IB topoisomerases, a
divergent group of enzymes that share a
conserved active site architecture and chemical
mechanism.3 ± 5 The Cre-LoxP system functions ef®-
ciently in vitro6 and in a variety of cultured cells7

and living organisms8 without any additional fac-
tors. As a result, it is an invaluable tool for the
manipulation of genomic DNA9 particularly for
targeted insertion of transgenes10,11 and construc-
tion of conditional gene ``knockouts''.12 The rela-
tive abundance of biochemical and structural data
# 2001 Academic Press



50 Structure-function of a Trimeric Cre-Lox Complex
make the self-contained Cre-Lox system ideal for
mechanistic and protein engineering studies of
site-speci®c recombination.

Two 34 bp LoxP sites are the minimal and suf®-
cient recombination substrate.13,14 LoxP consists of
two 13 bp inverted repeats that harbor the deter-
minants for protein binding (``13 bp repeats''), sep-
arated by an 8 bp intervening sequence (``8 bp
spacer''). Cutting and rejoining take place between
the ®rst and second nucleotides within the 8 bp
spacer (arrows, Figure 1(a)).6,15 Biochemical exper-
iments by Hoess and co-workers6,14 ± 16 and seminal
crystallographic studies by Guo, Gopaul, and van
Duyne17 ± 19 revealed an elegant mechanism for
Cre-mediated recombination (Figure 1(c)). These
crystal structures de®ned the three key reaction
intermediates, the precleavage intermediate
(4CRX19), the covalent cleavage intermediate
(1CRX17), and the Holliday junction-bound (HJ-
Figure 1. Lox DNA sequences and the mechanism of site-
showing the left and right 13 bp repeats (upper case, bold),
case, bold, arrowheads). (b) LoxA DNA duplex used for cry
``C'' strand designations correspond to the chain references
lettering. Two LoxA half-sites anneal at the 4 nt overhang to
mechanism of site-speci®c recombination showing the corr
structures and putative reaction intermediates (adapted from
by 2-fold symmetry. Analogous intermediates in the upper
the relative orientation of the Lox DNA with respect to the A
are marked with an asterisk (*).
bound) intermediate (3CRX18). In the complexes,
four Cre molecules are bound to a nearly planar
four-way DNA junction (Figure 2(b)). Adjacent Cre
subunits are in different conformations, A and B,
and the unique AB dimers generate a pseudo-4-
fold tetramer through crystallographic symmetry.
The Lox DNA arms form an unequally splayed X-
shaped structure with 102-106 � and 65-72 � angles
between them (Figures 1(c), 2(b), and 6(b)). The
``cleaving'' B subunit17 performs the DNA cleavage
and rejoining reactions and has slightly different
conformations in the intermediate structures, while
the ``non-cleaving'' A subunit changes little. Pos-
itional shifts in the active site, the 8 bp spacer, the
three quaternary protein-protein interfaces, and the
relative orientations of the subunits and DNA
arms, account for the majority of differences
between the intermediates.
speci®c recombination. (a) Both strands of the LoxP site
the 8 bp spacer (lower case), and the scissile sites (lower
stallization of CRY and 1CRX complexes.17 The ``B'' and
in the structure. The 13 bp repeats are indicated in bold

form a complete symmetric Lox sequence. (c) Proposed
espondence between the 1CRX,17 3CRX,18 and 4CRX19

Guo et al,17). The AB and A0B0 protein dimers are related
and lower pathways are aligned vertically, and differ in

and B subunits. The covalently attached Cre monomers



Figure 2. Architecture of trimeric and tetrameric Cre-Lox synaptic complexes. (a) The 1F44 CRY trimer structure
with three identical Cre subunits in yellow, red, and blue. (b) 1CRX tetramer structure, with the ``non-cleaving'' A
subunit in purple and the ``cleaving'' B subunit in green.17 Complexes are shown in C-terminal (upper panels) and
side (lower panels) views. The protein is represented as space-®lling atoms and the DNA in balls-and-sticks.
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Recombination is initiated when four inactive
Cre monomers6 and two LoxP sites assemble coop-
eratively20 into the active tetrameric synaptic com-
plexes (Figure 1(c)). In the precleavage complex,
the bound DNA is bent, bringing the 8 bp spacers
into proximity in the large solvent-accessible
``strand transfer channel''. In the cleavage com-
plexes, each Lox site is nicked and covalently
attached to Tyr32415,21 of the B subunit via a 30

phosphodiester linkage. The cleaved 50 ends diffuse
across the channel (Figure 2(b)) and transesterify to
the 30 phosphate groups of the opposite strands
creating a Cre-HJ complex. Cleavage and rejoining
of the second set of strands is initiated by a global
conformational switch22 during which the HJ iso-
merizes and the A and B subunits exchange con-
formations.17,18 The reaction is completed by an
analogous set of steps (Figure 1(c), lower path). A
recent crystal structure of the FLP-FRT Holliday
junction complex23 supports the generality of the
Cre-Lox mechanism for Int family recombination,
but with signi®cant variations in the details.21,24 ± 26

Watson-Crick base-pairing not only allows for
the formation of double-stranded DNA, but also
the creation of branched structures in which mul-
tiple strands are intertwined to form junctions27 ± 29

that join duplexes. The well-studied four-way
DNA junction (HJ, Figure 3(a)) is a central DNA
intermediate in recA/rad51-mediated30 homolo-
gous recombination as well as in site-speci®c
recombination. Less commonly investigated are Y-
shaped three-way junctions (YJs, Figure 3(a)). YJs
arise as recombination intermediates from double-
strand break repair, retroviral integration, transpo-
sition, and during DNA replication at the meeting
of leading and lagging strands.27,28 They accumu-



Figure 3. Holliday and Y-DNA junctions and their
recognition by oligomeric proteins. (a) Comparison of
``unstacked open'' and ``coaxially stacked'' forms of Hol-
liday junctions (HJs) and three-way junctions (YJs). The
open form is favored by YJs with completely paired
bases (3H YJ, left), and contains unstacked bases and
arms that are equally separated. In the coaxially stacked
form, one pair of arms forms a continuous helix. This
con®guration is particularly favored by one or two
unpaired bases at the junction which facilitates the inser-
tion of the third helix (the 3HS1 YJ contains one inserted
base, right). (b) Models for recognition of YJs and HJs
by oligomeric proteins; (i) tetramer bound to an HJ with
one subunit on each arm; (ii) tetramer bound to a YJ
with one empty binding site; (iii) YJ binding by a trimer;
(iv) HJ endonuclease dimer binding two arms of coaxi-
ally stacked HJ. Open forms may also be bound analo-
gously; and (v) endonuclease dimer binding to adjacent
arms of a YJ.52
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late in some prokaryotic31 and eukaryotic32 viral
DNAs in vivo. DNA YJs are implicated in heredi-
tary diseases that arise from the genetic instability
of repeating short DNA sequences. These repeating
sequences induce DNA slippage during replica-
tion, possibly through the formation of YJs,33 lead-
ing to their expansion and the associated changes
in gene expression. However, whether YJ DNAs
are transitory intermediates or are key to a particu-
lar aspect of DNA metabolism remains to be
demonstrated. In contrast, YJs are a common motif
in structural and catalytic RNAs and RNA-protein
complexes.29

Most structural studies have focussed on YJs
that contain unpaired nucleotides inserted at the
junction (``3HS``,34 Figure 3(a)), the form most com-
monly found in RNA. The insertion allows these
molecules to favor the ``coaxially stacked''28 con-
®guration, in which two arms form one continu-
ously stacked duplex interrupted by the third
arm40 ± 42 (Figure 3(a)). The base stacking at the
junction likely confers the relatively high stability
of these molecules. Free HJs also favor the analo-
gous coaxially stacked form35 ± 38 but are found in
the open form in protein-HJ complexes.18,23,39,40 In
contrast, ``3H'' YJs, those that have completely
paired bases at the junction, are less stable. Their
structures have been investigated using NMR,41

¯uorescence resonance energy transfer,42 ligation
kinetics,43 and atomic force microscopy (AFM).44

The emerging view is that they adopt a dynamic
pyramidal ``open'' geometry consisting of three
duplex arms joined at the ends (Figure 3(a)). The
angles between arms apparently ¯uctuate between
60 and 80 �,44 and the bases at the duplex termini
are unstacked. Until now, no high-resolution struc-
ture of any YJ DNA has been reported.

The potential recognition of DNA YJs by cellular
components is largely unexplored. YJ-speci®c DNA
binding proteins have not been identi®ed, but
several proteins that recognize HJs, including site-
speci®c recombinases,45,46 also interact with YJs.
FLP recombinase binds and promotes ef®cient res-
olution of YJs harboring FRT recognition
sequences.45 Similarly, phage l integrase also
resolves att-containing YJs but less ef®ciently.46

Another tetrameric protein, human p53, binds YJs
within threefold af®nity as it does HJs.47 Without
structural information, two possible models could
account for tetramer recognition of YJs
(Figure 3(b)). A tetrameric enzyme might bind a
YJ, leaving one active site empty (ii, Figure 3(b)).
Alternatively, a trimer could be assembled to con-
form to the symmetry of the substrate (iii,
Figure 3(b)). This second view might seem un-
likely, since the protein would have to assemble
and retain activity in two different oligomerization
states.

Several HJ-speci®c endonucleases also recognize
YJs and cleave them position-speci®cally.48 ± 52

These enzymes were proposed to span the HJ as a
dimer to interact with two adjacent arms across the
junction (iv, Figure 3(b)), and to bind analogously
to adjacent arms in a YJ (v, Figure 3(b)).52 Unless
these enzymes are capable of forming trimers
(iii, Figure 3(b)), they must be ¯exible enough to
recognize structural differences between the two
substrates. Alternatively, HJs and YJs may
have enough structural similarity to allow for
cross-reactivity.

In our crystallographic investigations of Cre-Lox
complexes, we identi®ed a novel three-way
synapse (Figure 2(a)). In this structure, a Cre trimer
is bound to an open three-way Y-shaped DNA
structure representing a symmetry variant of pre-
viously characterized tetrameric complexes17 ± 19

(Figure 2(b)). As suggested by the structure, Cre
binds and cleaves the corresponding symmetry
variant Lox YJ substrate. We conclude that Cre
and other site-speci®c recombinases can form
active ``quasi-equivalent'' complexes to conform to
the different branch numbers of DNA substrates.
The different quaternary interactions in trimeric
and tetrameric complexes are analogous to the
adaptation of subunit structures to non-equivalent
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packing environments at different symmetry pos-
itions in icosahedral capsids.53 ± 56

Results

Structure solution

In our hands, Cre, His-tagged Cre (Cre*)
and several mutants readily crystallized with a
number of Lox half-site variants using PEG8000 as
a precipitant, but these crystals typically diffracted
poorly. Singularly, the inactive Tyr324-Phe mutant
(Cre*Y324F) and the ``LoxA'' half-site from
1CRX,17 (Figure 1(b)) yielded crystals that
diffracted to better than 3 AÊ using Cu-Ka radi-
ation. Less well diffracting isomorphous crystals
(�4 AÊ ) were obtained using the Cre* or a Tyr324-
His Cre* variant and LoxA. Solving the structure
of a variant Cre-LoxA complex offered the advan-
tage of direct comparison with the 1CRX structure.
Crystals of Cre*Y324F/LoxA, 0.4 mm � 0.4 mm
� 0.4 mm in size, grew from PEG8000, LiSO4, and
Table 1. Data collection, phasing, and re®nement statistics

Data set Resolution (last
shell)a (AÊ )

Coverage (%)

Native 1 2.55 (2.65-2.55) 99.7
Native 2 2.05 (2.12-2.05) 98.6
A. Heavy Atoms
Derivative Resolution

(iso/ano) (AÊ )
Coverage (%)

Iodine-1 3.0/3.3 99.6
Iodine-2 3.0/3.3 95.4
Thimersol 4.0/4.0 99.1
Figure of merit:

2

B. Refinement 1DRG

Resolution (AÊ ) 5-2.55
Cell (AÊ ) I23 a,b,c�160.99
No. reflections (completeness)

Working set 18,634 (95%)
Free set 981 (5%)

Total no. atoms 3331
No. protein atoms 2485
No. DNA atoms 711
No. solvent atoms 114
Average B-factor 49.7

Protein 49.6
DNA 50.1
Solvent 49.7

rms bond lengths (AÊ )e 0.009
rms bond angles (deg.)e 1.28
rms B (overall) (AÊ 2)e 3.4
Rfactor

f 0.186
Rfree

f 0.268
Ramachandran plotg

Allowed (%) 98.2
Generously allowed (%) 99.6

a �jI ÿ hIij/�hIi for all of the data.89

b �jhIinative ÿ hIiderivj/�hIinative for all of the data.89

c �jhIi � ÿ hIi ÿj/�hIi for all of the data.89

d hFHi/hFPH ÿ FP ÿ FHi, MLPHARE.92

e Calculated by TNT94 using Engh & Huber parameters.95

f �jFo ÿ Fcj/�jFoj.
g From PROCHECK.101
Pipes buffer at pH 6.1. The space group was cubic,
I23, and crystals diffracted to 2.8-3.0 AÊ with CuKa
radiation at 21 �C and to 2.55 AÊ at 100 K using
methane-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) as a cryo-protec-
tant.

Native and three derivative data sets were
collected at 100 K to 2.55 AÊ and to 2.8-4.0 AÊ

resolution, respectively. A readily interpretable
electron density map was obtained using phases
calculated from isomorphous and anomalous
differences to 3 AÊ (Table 1), followed by solvent-
¯attening and phase-extension to 2.8 AÊ (overall
Figure of merit � 0.51). The initial model was inde-
pendently traced and re®ned against 2.55 AÊ data
without explicit comparison with other Cre struc-
tures, which were unavailable at that time. The
®nal 2.55 AÊ model had an R-factor of 18.4 % and
an Rfree of 26.7 % for 5-2.55 AÊ data. Subsequently, a
2.05 AÊ data set at 100 K was obtained at SSRL
beamline 9-1, from a crystal grown in the above
conditions supplemented with 9 % MPD, and used
Rmerge (last
shell)a (%)

Source Wavelength (AÊ ) Device

6.2 (29.8) CuKa 1.54 Raxis4 IP
4.4 (33.4) SSRL 9-1 0.98 MAR IP

Rmerge
a (%) Riso

b (%) Ranom
c (%) Phasing powerd

(cen/acen)

5.3 8.9 3.3 1.33/1.08
6.4 14.9 4.0 0.79/0.61
3.0 11.1 2.2 0.85/0.62

28-3.00 AÊ MLPHARE 0.531
8-2.80 AÊ DM/phase extension 0.505

1F44

5-2.05
I23 a,b,c�160.54

37,741 (94%)
2063 (5%)

3537
2516
711
310
44.8
43.9
45.8
49.6
0.010
1.25
2.94

0.176 (28-2.05 AÊ�0.195)
0.224 (28-2.05 AÊ�0.240)

99.6
99.6
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for further model building and re®nement. The
improved model differed somewhat from the
lower resolution model in the a-helical region resi-
dues 21-34 (see below). This model had R-factor
and Rfree values of 17.5 % and 22.4 % for 5-2.05 AÊ

data, respectively.
These structures represent an independent sol-

ution for Cre recombinase, but agreed well with
the CRX structures except where noted herein. The
2.05 AÊ model contains a single Cre/LoxA complex
in the asymmetric unit, residues 20-198 and 208-
343 and all of the DNA. Electron density for resi-
dues 1-19 and 199-207 was not visible in our
MIRAS or re®ned maps. Residues and 199-208 are
absent in several CRX subunits, while residues
1-18 and 342-343 are absent in all of the structures.

Overall trimer structure

The novel complex, hitherto designated ``CRY'',
contains three identical Cre*Y324F/LoxA com-
plexes arranged in a 3-fold symmetric trimeric
synapse. In Figure 2, the CRY trimer and covalent
cleavage intermediate (1CRX) tetramer are com-
pared in similar views. The complex resembles a
¯at-topped trigonal pyramid, 110 AÊ on a side and
70 AÊ thick. The trimer 3-fold axis is coincident
with the crystallographic symmetry axis along the
I23 body diagonal. As in the other structures, the
Cre monomer consists of the N-terminal domain
(residues 20-126), connected by an inter-domain
linker (residues 127-133) to the C-terminal domain
134-343 (Figure 4(a)). The monomer forms a clamp
surrounding the Lox DNA duplex. The N-terminal
domains form the top of the pyramid, the
C-terminal domains form the base, and the Lox
half-site DNA molecules de®ne the vertices. Pro-
tein and DNA at the junction are more densely
packed than in the tetramers. The protein-DNA
interface is closed to solvent on the C-terminal side
of the complex (Figure 2(a)), while on the N-term-
inal side, a channel is formed into the center of the
complex, lined by the 103-111 loop from each N-
terminal domain and by the junction DNA base-
pairs. The relative inaccessibility of the junction
contrasts that in the tetrameric structures, in which
the strand transfer channel extends from the top to
the bottom of the complexes (Figure 2(b)).

Both the DNA and protein participate in com-
plex assembly through a combination of tetramer-
derived and novel contacts (Figure 5). At the three-
way DNA junction, the DNA half-sites are linked
through Watson-Crick base-pairs (Figure 6(a)). The
angle between the mean helical axis of each half-
site duplexes (CURVES57) in the three-way junction
is 107 �, similar to the 102-106 � bending angles of
the Lox duplexes in the CRX structures57

(Figure 6(b)). On the other hand, the 60 � angle
between the protein monomers in the trimer is
more acute than that between those in the tetra-
mers58 (Figure 5(a)). These angular differences
result in a 29 � rotation and a 6 AÊ shift of the adja-
cent CRY monomer compared to the analogous A
monomer in 1CRX58 (Figure 4(b)). This reposition-
ing prevents the formation of two of the three tet-
rameric contacts (Figures 4(b) and 5(a)) but is
compensated by the formation of a new 3-fold
interface (Figure 5(b)).

The CRY Cre-LoxA complex is similar to the B
subunit-DNA complexes in all CRX structures with
regards to the backbone conformations and DNA-
protein contacts, but particularly resembles the B
subunit of 1CRX (1CRX-B). The main chain rmsd
for residues 40-198 and 208-328 is 0.73 AÊ compared
to 1.0-1.2 AÊ for the B subunits and 1.2-1.5 AÊ for the
A subunits. The 14 bp of DNA duplex outside the
junction are essentially identical (rmsd � 0.50 AÊ ).
In Figure 4(a), the CRY N-terminal and C-terminal
domains are shown superimposed on the corre-
sponding 1CRX-A (magenta) and 1CRX-B (green)
domains, respectively. The largest position and
mobility differences map to the altered subunit
interfaces, as a direct result of the trimeric oligo-
merization state. The details of these differences
are depicted in Figures 4 and 5 and are described
below.

Three-way DNA junction

This structure represents the ®rst crystallo-
graphic view of a three-way DNA junction. Three
LoxA half-sites duplexes meet in a symmetric
``open'' Y,34 that is essentially three B-DNA seg-
ments joined at their ends. The palindromic ATAT
50 extensions of the 19-mer C strand of LoxA
(Figure 1(b)) are intertwined in a cyclic arrange-
ment of reciprocal Watson-Crick base-pairs in
which the ®rst 50 AT dinucleotide on one arm pairs
with the second AT dinucleotide in the adjacent
arm (Figure 6(a)). The base-pairs at the duplex ter-
mini are unstacked and line the triangular solvent-
accessible junction center. The sharp 60 � turn of
the junction is accomplished primarily by a
rotation in the phosphodiester backbone linkage
that bridges the duplexes (e � ÿ 98 �, compared to
a mean of ÿ161 �(�25) � for all of LoxA), resulting
in a ÿ25 � tilt and 63 � roll angle between the bases
(FREEHELIX9859). The base positions and helical
parameters are very similar to the non-crossover
strand in the 3CRX Cre-HJ complex, with an rmsd
of 0.95 AÊ for the sugar-phosphate backbone of the
four bridging residues. The two DNA structures
deviate greatly outside the junction.

Overall, the CRY YJ is not planar, but forms a
shallow dome from the downward curvature of
the DNA arms (Figure 2(a), bottom panel,
Figure 6(c)). The outer ends of the Lox half-sites
are displaced 22 AÊ and 22 � out-of-plane relative to
the junction center. The apparent angle between
the arms differs depending on the DNA residues
used for the calculation.57 Using the entire half-site,
the inter-arm angle is approximately 107 �, less
than the expected 120 �, and quite similar to the
obtuse angle in 1CRX (106 �) (Figure 6(b)). How-
ever, this angle approaches 115 �-120 � using the
two to four base-steps adjacent to the junction to



Figure 4. Structural comparison of Cre protein in trimeric and tetrameric complexes. (a) Ribbon diagram compari-
sons of N-terminal domains (upper panel) and C-terminal domains (lower panel) of 1F44 (yellow), 1CRX-A (magenta)
and 1CRX-B (green) subunits. Upper case letters A, B, E, M, and N indicate the positions of particular helices17 with
subscripts designating the associated Cre monomer, while ``hinge'' indicates residues 328-333 which connect the
``domain-swapped'' helix N to the remainder of the C-terminal domain. For the N-terminal domain comparison
(upper panel), the main chain atoms of residues 40-126 were superimposed. Note the large positional shift of helix A,
residues 20-38. In the 2.55 AÊ resolution structure, this region had a somewhat different position than in the 2.05 AÊ

resolution structure (cyan ribbon). For the C-terminal domain comparison (lower panel), the main chain atoms of resi-
dues 134-326 were superimposed. Note the similarity of helix M from CRY and 1CRX-B, and the heterogeneity of
helix N positions. (b) Ribbon diagrams showing the relative positioning of adjacent subunits in CRY and 1CRX in
two orthogonal views. One CRY subunit (yellow) was superimposed on the 1CRX-B (green) using the main chain
atoms of residues 40-198 and 208-326 and the resulting matrix was used to transform a CRY dimer. Three quaternary
interfaces are indicated; ``I'', the helix N-C-terminal domain contact; ``II'', inter-subunit pairing of helices A and E;
and ``III'', the contact of the A subunit 198-208 loop to the adjacent B-subunit (see the text). The second CRY subunit
(cyan) rotated 29 � and shifted 6 AÊ with respect to the 1CRX-A subunit, substantially increasing the distance between
A and E helices on adjacent molecules. The 29 � rotational axis is indicated (arrow, lower panel). It is oriented 54 �
from the superimposed monomer and 6 � above the trimer plane.
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de®ne the helix axes. Thus, the pyramidal nature
of the complex is less due to the presence of a pyr-
amidal junction,41 ± 44 but results primarily from the
approximate 25 � bend in the protein-bound por-
tion of the LoxA half-site. In the CRX structures
the curve is oriented more in the complex plane,
while in CRY it points towards the C-terminal side
of the pyramid. This relative rotation of the YJ
arms compared to the arms of the Cre-Lox Holli-
day junction leads to a �26 � angular offset



Figure 5. Comparison of trimeric and tetrameric protein-protein interfaces. (a) Quaternary contacts in CRY (right)
and 1CRX-B (left). Colored surfaces are those that are inaccessible to a 1.4 AÊ probe when in contact with the adjacent
subunit in the complex. Color-coding denotes the contacting partner as depicted in the upper left diagrams. The
approximate rotational angles between adjacent subunits are also indicated. The new trimeric interface in 1F44 is
shown in yellow. (b) Stereoview of the three-way interface, showing the layers of hydrophobic residues formed by 3-
fold interactions of Ile306 and Val318, the packing of Met322 into a pocket formed by Pro307 and Met310, and the
Asn319 hydrogen bond network. The main chain paths of residues 306-322 for each chain are shown in red, yellow,
and blue ribbons. The side-chains at the interface are shown as ball-and-sticks.
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between adjoining DNA arms after superposition
of 1CRX-B and CRY half-sites (Figure 6(c)). This
relative rotation also corresponds to a similar
difference in dispositions of the adjacent protein
subunits (Figure 4(b), lower panel).

Subunit interactions

The trimeric nature of the CRY complex leads to
``quasi-equivalent'' packing of the Cre monomers
in the complex. In the discussions below, monomer
comparisons are between CRY and 1CRX-B, while
comparisons of quaternary contacts are between
adjacent CRY subunits and interactions of 1CRX-B
with its neighboring 1CRX-A subunits. Because of
the cyclic nature of these contacts, a monomer has
distinct ``donor'' and ``acceptor'' surfaces for each
interface, corresponding to the red and blue sur-
faces in Figure 5(a). Buried surface areas are given
for one monomer and, for simplicity, the donor
and acceptor surface areas for a each contact are
combined.

In the CRX tetramers there are three major sub-
unit interfaces, I, II and III (Figure 4(b)). For 1CRX-



Figure 6. Structural details of the Y DNA junction. (a)
Closeup view of the interlocking base-pairs of the junc-
tion showing the ®rst seven residues of each of the C
strands in yellow, red, and blue. (b) Comparison of the
DNA arm geometries of CRY and 1CRX junctions from
top view and (c) 60 � from the 3-fold axis. All atoms of
the 13 bp repeat and scissile nucleotides from 2.05 AÊ

resolution LoxA DNA were superimposed on the equiv-
alent atoms of LoxA bound by 1CRX-B (rmsd 0.5 AÊ ),
and used to transform the entire Y structure (atom col-
ors) for comparison to 1CRX (green). Although the
angles between arms are similar, 106 � versus 107 �, the
relative positions of adjacent arms are offset by a �26 �
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B, a total of 3187 AÊ 2 solvent-accessible surface is
buried,58 1787 AÊ 2 of which is hydrophobic. The lar-
gest surface, interface I, 1428 AÊ 2, is created by
``domain-swapping'' of the C-terminal ``hinge''
and helix N (residues 327-341), which pack in a
groove in the C-terminal domain of the adjacent
monomer. Interface I is conserved in Int class
recombinases but represents a point of divergence
for the trans and cis-cleaving enzymes.23,60 Its con-
®guration in Cre and HP161 is presumably repre-
sentative of the cis-cleaving sub-group. For the
trans-cleaving proteins, illustrated by the FLP-FRT
structure,23 the helix containing the catalytic tyro-
sine (helix M in Cre) is exchanged between
domains rather than the C-terminal helix. Interface
II is created by inter-subunit pairing of helices A
and E. At interface III, the A subunit 198-208 loop
packs into a pocket formed by residues 85, 86, 130-
132, 326 and 327 of the B subunit. The B subunit
198-208 loop contacts the scissile DNA base in its
own active site through the Lys201 side-chain, but
also packs against residues 125-131 in the other A
subunit (A0, see Figure 5(a)).

The contact surfaces of CRY and 1CRX-B are
compared in Figure 5(a). Overall, CRY buries a
total of 1954 AÊ 2 surface area per monomer,
1199 AÊ 2 of which is hydrophobic. This corresponds
to about 61 % and 67 % of the 1CRX-B contact sur-
face. Only interface I is preserved and buries the
majority of surface area, about 1314 AÊ 2. The small
reduction of buried surface is due to the different
positioning of the hinge residues 327-332. The CRY
hinge is well-de®ned but traces a distinct path
from those in the tetramers to accommodate the
large relative rotation of the adjacent monomer
(Figure 4(b)). The hinge position is highly variable
between reaction intermediates, as well as between
A and B subunits within a tetramer (Figure 4(a)).

The relative orientation of the CRY subunits
increased the gaps at both interfaces II and III, and
prevented their formation (Figure 4(b)). In the
absence of tetramer contacts, these regions are dis-
ordered in CRY. There is no visible electron den-
sity for the 198-208 loop in MIRAS and Fo ÿ Fc

maps. Although marginal, suf®cient electron den-
sity was observed to trace helix A. In spite of the
blurred density, the placement of the main chain
was unambiguous in both the 2.55 AÊ and 2.05 AÊ

resolution structures. Residues 20-34 adopted a
very different conformation from those in the tetra-
mer. Residues 30-34 unfolded to form a loop con-
necting to the remaining helical residues 20-29. The
helical segment translated 15 AÊ and rotated nearly
90 � to pack a hydrophobic patch on helix B of its
own subunit. This shift converted a parallel inter-
subunit helix-helix contact into an anti-parallel
intra-subunit helix-helix pair. The packing partner
of helix A, helix E, was relatively well-de®ned in
rotation. The pyramidality of the junctions is apparent
in the 60 � view.
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CRY but also had markedly increased mobility
with an average of 30 AÊ 2 higher main-chain B-fac-
tors. The marginal density may be due to confor-
mational heterogeneity. The positions of residues
29-34 differed somewhat between 2.55 AÊ resolution
structure and the 2.05 resolution structure (com-
pare yellow and cyan ribbons in Figure 4(a), rmsd
main chain � 2.8 AÊ ), but are clearly distinct in each
structure, suggesting two possible stable confor-
mations. The Trp42 side-chain appears as two
rotamers in the 2.05 AÊ structure, perhaps also
re¯ecting such disorder. The differences between
the two data sets may be a function of crystalliza-
tion conditions, which could have favored alternate
conformers.

The CRY trimer contains a novel three-way
interface, indicated by the yellow surface in
Figure 5(a). This interface accounts for 40 % of the
total and hydrophobic buried surface, 787 AÊ 2 and
462 AÊ 2, respectively. It is created by the packing of
side-chains from the N terminus of helix M, the C
terminus of the preceding helix L and the connect-
ing loop (302-323, Figure 5(b)). Two layers of
hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions are
formed by 3-fold interactions between Ile306 and
Val318 residues from each chain. The Met322 side-
chain packs into a pocket formed by side-chains of
Pro307, Met310 and Val318 from the adjacent sub-
unit. A 3-fold polar network is created by a cyclic
arrangement of reciprocal hydrogen bonds
between the Asn319 side-chains. Overall, the qual-
ity of the interactions suggest that this interface
stabilizes the trimeric complex.
Figure 7. Stereo comparison of CRY and 1CRX B subunit
(green) were superimposed on those in the 2.05 AÊ structure
tion of the main-chain atoms of residues 173, 289, 292, 315
indicated (purple). The rotation of the Phe324 side-chain (``F
to mimic the covalent intermediate. This approach is sterica
The Tyr324 side-chain of 3CRX-B after active site superpositi
Active site

Cre has six active site residues that are con-
served in the Int/TopoIB family of enzymes.4

Arg173, Arg292 and Trp315 coordinate the scissile
phosphate group, and His289 appears poised to
act as a general base for deprotonating the
hydroxyl groups of the Tyr324 nucleophile during
strand cleavage. Lys201 contacts the scissile base,-
17,19 but has been proposed to protonate the 50
hydroxyl group of the leaving strand during
cleavage.62 While the disorder of the 198-208 loop
precluded visualization of Lys201, the other ®ve
conserved side-chains were clearly de®ned in the
CRY active site. Their positions were most similar
to 1CRX-B subunit (Figure 7) with the main chain
atoms differing 0.45 AÊ rms after superposition of
the ®ve residues, compared to 1.3-1.5 AÊ for other
CRX subunits. Helix M, which contains the cataly-
tic tyrosine (Figure 4(a)), is distinct in 1CRX-B from
the other complexes in both length and position.
This con®guration is imitated in CRY. The rmsd
for residues 318-326 after superposition of residues
138-198 and 208-317 from 1CRX, 3CRX, and 4CRX,
was 1.3 AÊ , 3.2 AÊ and 3.5 AÊ , respectively. The side-
chain of Phe324 was rotated 85 � about w1, away
from the phosphate backbone. The rotation
mimicked the phosphotyrosine linkage by allowing
helix M to pack close to the DNA as it does in
1CRX-B. In other intermediates, the Tyr324
hydroxyl group sterically hinders this close
approach (magenta side-chain, Figure 7). The side-
chain conformations of His289, Arg292 and Trp315
altered slightly, preserving their interaction with
the scissile phosphate group, which was displaced
1.5 AÊ in CRY compared to 1CRX. In contrast,
Arg173 rotated 95 � about w3 shifting the guanidi-
active sites. The conserved catalytic residues of 1CRX-B
(atom colors), using the transformation from superposi-

and 324 (rmsd 0.45 AÊ ). The scissile phosphate atoms are
324*``) allowed the close approach of the 324 main chain
lly blocked in other structures by the Tyr324 hydroxyl.

on (rmsd 1.3 AÊ ) is also shown (magenta).
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nium head group 4.1 AÊ , re¯ecting its inability to
maintain the phosphate contact in the uncleaved
state.

Cre binds, cleaves and catalyzes the
resolution of YJ substrates

The CRY structure suggested that Cre could
react with YJ substrates, in analogy to its HJ resol-
ution activity.14 Moreover, the Int enzymes FLP
recombinase45 and phage l integrase46 promote YJ
Figure 8. Mechanism of YJ resolution by Cre recombinase
junction into a Lox duplex and covalently attached half-site,
(®rst panel), two cleavages on adjacent subunits occur (seco
are marked with an astersik (*). A single-strand transfer lead
cleavage sites, the remaining covalent intermediate cannot b
tides, each of which spans the three-way junction; A40, B44
(See Materials and Methods). In Lox2Y, the C arm contains a
plete oligonucleotides are given along with those of the 50-la
the cut site (arrows). (c) Substrate junction region sequence
(arrows) and scissile bases (upper case). Only the products o
region and are shown. The transferred strand from B cleava
contain at least two mismatches. The table below lists the
nation of cleavage strands (``50 label'') and the 30 strand don
cates the products of the favored BC cleavage reaction.
resolution. The proposed mechanism,45 shown in
Figure 8(a), is analogous to resolution of a Holliday
junction (Figure 1(c), lower path). Transesteri®ca-
tion of the scissile phosphate to Tyr324 in the ®rst
step would generate a covalent complex. A sub-
sequent reaction on an adjacent strand generates a
free 50 end to be transferred and religated to the
tyrosine-bound phosphate group, yielding a Lox
duplex and a covalent half-site complex45 as pro-
ducts. To determine if Cre binds and reacts with
YJs, an oligonucleotide substrate was designed. A
. (a) Proposed mechanism for Cre resolution of a Lox Y
adapted from Lee et al.45 After trimer assembly on the YJ
nd and third panels). The covalently attached subunits

s to a duplex product, but because of the odd number of
e resolved. (b) YJ substrates consist of three oligonucleo-
, and C50 for Lox3Y; or 40 � , B44, and 50� for Lox2Y
binding defective 13 bp repeat. The lengths of the com-

belled cleavage products corresponding to segments 50 of
showing the cleavage sites on the A, B, and C strands
f cleavage at B and C have no mismatches in the spacer
ge is highlighted in grey. The other two products would
sizes of the expected products arising from each combi-
or (``30 end'') that is resolved by them. The arrow indi-
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substrate with three arms (Lox3Y) contained 13 bp
repeats and unique extensions in each arm
(Figure 8(b)). These extensions stabilized the Y con-
®guration over alternative duplexes and stem-
loops that could be formed by the palindromic
strands.45 Distinct 8 bp spacer sequences were
incorporated for perfect pairing in the junction
(Figure 8(c)). This pairing scheme also allowed for
only one set of stable resolution products. Of the
three possible pairs of cleavages, only those arising
from B44 and C50 cleavage do not create mis-
matches. In all experiments, one oligonucleotide
was labeled and mixed with a ®vefold excess of
unlabeled complementary arms to maximize for-
mation of the YJ.45 The results were refractory to
the amount of unlabeled DNA above the ®vefold
excess.

Cre binding to Lox3Y was probed in an electo-
phoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) using non-
denaturing TBE-polyacrylamide gels (Figure 9(a)).
Titration of Lox3Y with 0-2 mM Cre*Y324F at room
temperature led to a single shifted band, which
accumulated with increasing Cre concentration
and a C50 of 0.7 mM (Figure 9(c)). A similar band
was observed in titrations with wild-type Cre*
(Figure 9(b)) but lower concentrations were
required to achieve the same degree of shift,
C50 � 0.3-0.4 mM, (Figure 9(c)) suggesting that Cre*
binds more tightly than Cre*-Y324F. The additional
smeared band above the common shifted one may
indicate a transient covalent intermediate. For-
mation of insoluble Cre aggregates precluded
using higher protein concentrations (>3 mM) to
achieve complete saturation (note the counts in the
gel wells, Figure 9(a) and (b)). Identical results
were obtained when the other oligonucleotides
were labeled (data not shown). All three oligonu-
cleotides are required to generate bands corre-
sponding to both the putative three-way junction
and the shifted complex. These bands are not
observed in mixtures containing any combination
of two oligos (Figure 9(a)), indicating that the
shifted species contains a YJ. The C50 values pro-
vide only a qualitative comparison with LoxP data
given the differences in binding conditions and the
dif®culty of extracting equilibrium binding con-
stants with a ninefold excess of competing
unlabeled oligonucleotides present. These
unlabeled palindromic DNAs can form stem-loops
that are competitive Cre binding substrates.

The lack of intermediate bands containing one or
two Cre molecules suggested that formation of a
stable Cre-Lox3Y complex required binding to all
three arms. Previous EMSA studies with LoxP
show two shifted species believed to indicate one
or two bound Cre molecules,20,63 but these exper-
iments were done under conditions using lower
salt or at 4 �C. To test the correspondence of the
shifted species to a trimeric complex, we generated
a YJ substrate in which four mutations were intro-
duced into one of the 13 bp repeats to prevent Cre
binding,20 Lox2Y. Although YJs formed under the
same conditions, no Cre binding to Lox2Y was
detected for these complexes at Cre concentrations
up to 3 mM (Figure 9(b)). This result strongly
implies that stable Cre-YJ complex formation
requires occupancy of all three arms, and that the
mobility shifts are attributable to speci®c binding
rather than non-speci®c protein-DNA interactions.

To test the reactivity of the Cre-Lox3Y complex,
reactions were probed for covalent intermediates.
Three separate reactions were performed with each
strand 32P-labeled at the 50 end to determine the
strand origin of products (Figure 10). The 30

covalent intermediates were detected as protein-
shifted bands when electrophoresed through urea/
SDS-containing gels (Figure 10(a)). In all three
reactions, covalent attachment was observed.
About 7 % of the label was incorporated into the
covalent intermediate from A cleavage reactions,
and �1-2 % for B and C reactions. The putative
�40 nt strand transfer product was observed in the
C50* reaction, accounting for 3 % of the incorpor-
ated radioactivity (labeled ``T''). The mobility of
this band is consistent with the thermodynamically
favored strand-transfer product arising from clea-
vage of C50 and B44 (Figure 8(c) and table there-
in).

To determine the cleavage site positions, the
reactions were deproteinized with proteinase K
and electrophoresed through a denaturing urea-
containing gel (Figure 10(b)). All three reactions
generated Cre-dependent labeled bands, labeled
``C'', but with the expected relative mobilities of
hydrolytic cleavage products (see table, Figure 8(c)).
In addition, each reaction also contained slightly
higher molecular mass products, apparently 4-5 nt
longer, that we have tentatively assigned as Cre-
derived peptide-DNA complexes, labeled ``CP''.
The presence of hydrolysis products in the protein-
ase K-digested reactions may re¯ect instability of
the tyrosine ester under those conditions and was
observed by Hoess & Abremski.15 The A40 clea-
vage gave the highest yield, approximately 7 % of
the input DNA, while B44 and C50 complexes
accumulated to 2 %. Again a �40 nt product, 5 %,
was observed in the C50* reaction (``T'' in
Figure 10(b)). In both analyses, the amount of
covalent intermediate was in good agreement with
the ``steady-state'' amount observed in Cre-LoxP
reactions.15,64,65 The low yield of strand transfer
product suggests that the reaction does not facilely
proceed past the ®rst step, in part because Lox3Y
is not an optimal substrate (see Discussion). The
concentration dependence of cleavage and strand-
transfer activity corresponded reasonably to the
amount of Cre-induced Lox3Y shifting in the
EMSA titration experiment. Contaminating activi-
ties are unlikely sources of cleavage given the lack
of endonuclease activity in the Cre preparation, the
absence of magnesium and presence of EDTA in
the reaction, and that no such bands are observed
when Cre*Y324F is utilized (data not shown).



Figure 9. EMSA of Cre binding to Lox Y junctions. Cre (0-3 mM) was incubated with 50 nM 32P-labeled YJ
substrates at 21 �C, electrophoresed through non-denaturing 8 % (w/v) polyacrylamide gels, and analyzed as
described in Materials and Methods. (a) Titration of complete Lox3Y using labeled B44 (B44*) and A40 and C50 with
0-2 mM inactive Cre*Y324F (left nine lanes), led to a Cre-dependent shifted DNA species band. The top-most bands
were in the wells of the gel, suggesting aggregation. In control experiments (right 12 lanes), each pair-wise combi-
nation of A40, B44 and C50 was incubated with 0 or of 0.8 mM Cre*Y324F. There were no bands with the same mobi-
lities as the putative YJ or Cre*Y234F-YJ complex. (b) Titration of Lox3Y, A40, B44* and C50, (left ten lanes) and
Lox2Y, 40X, B44*, and 50X, with 0-3 mM active Cre* (right ten lanes). In Lox2Y, one 13 bp repeat was substituted to
prevent Cre binding. While Lox2Y YJ formed, no shifted species were detected. However, DNA was still trapped in
the wells at high protein concentrations suggesting non-speci®c aggregation. (c) Quanti®cation of Cre-YJ binding
using phosphorimaging. Plot of percentage YJ shifted versus concentration of Cre* (continuous line) or Cre*Y324F
(broken line). The percentage YJ shifted was taken as the number of counts in the shifted bands divided by the sum
of the counts in free YJ and shifted bands. The curves were hand drawn.
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Figure 10. Reactivity of Cre* towards Lox3Y. End-
labeled oligonucleotides A40*, B44*, or C50* were
assembled into Lox3Y with excess cold partners and
reacted with 250, 500, and 750 nM Cre* for four hours
at 21 �C, quenched with SDS and analyzed as described
in Materials and Methods. (a) Visualization of Cre*
covalent attachment to each Lox3Y strand by SDS-
PAGE. The upper shifted bands correspond to the
covalent intermediates. The size of putative strand-trans-
fer product from ligation of strands B44 and C50
(marked ``T'') was close to the predicted 40 nt long.
(b) Size analysis of DNA products. Samples were depro-
teinized and analyzed using PAGE (15 % (w/v)
acrylamide) in 8 M urea. Expected product sizes are
given in Figure 8(c). All reactions contained a putative
cleavage product (``C'') presumably arising from
hydrolysis of the covalent intermediate and a longer
product tentatively assigned as the cleavage product
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Discussion

The principle of quasi-equivalence was ®rst pro-
posed by Caspar & Klug53 to reconcile the packing
of chemically identical capsid subunits into non-
equivalent positions in the coats of icosahedral
viruses. In addition to the application to viruses,
quasi-equivalence was more recently invoked to
describe the packing of dodecahedral and cubic
assemblages in different crystal forms of pyruvate
dehydrogenase,66 and different packing modes in
various phage T4 lysozyme space groups.67 In
these situations, subunits form oligomers with
different symmetries54 because interfaces adapt to
the necessarily different packing environments.55

This adaptation was initially envisioned to require
deformation of the protein's internal structure to
maintain the same interactions in different con-
texts.53 More often, alternative packing arrange-
ments are achieved through a combination of
common and unique interactions at the quasi-
equivalent interfaces.54 ± 56 In viruses, the ``switch''
between the different symmetry forms is typically
accompanied by order changes in polypeptide seg-
ments that generate the unique contacts.54 Such
switches may be a general feature of protein-pro-
tein interactions in which different partners share a
common contact surface.68

Here, these signatures are illustrated in a 3-fold
trimeric Cre-Lox synapse that is quasi-equivalent
to the pseudo-4-fold tetramer central to the site-
speci®c recombination mechanism. The modular
unit is a Cre monomer-Lox half-site complex. Ana-
logous to quasi-equivalent packing of viral capsid
proteins, the Cre-Lox trimer utilized a combination
of novel interactions and those existent in the CRX
structures to maintain contacts. The change in oli-
gomerization number was accompanied by order
changes of two polypeptide segments that unfold
or refold in the trimer, reminiscent of the viral
``switches''. The two DNA junctions could be con-
sidered quasi-equivalent because of the similarities
of the entwined DNAs. This structural quasi-equiv-
alence was re¯ected in function, since Cre is active
against both HJ and YJ substrates. That this is an
apparently synthetic situation suggests that the sig-
natures of quasi-equivalence may be general
responses to variations in oligomeric packing
rather than being necessarily evolutionarily
selected.

In the CRY complex, the overall contact surface
is less extensive than in the tetramers. The largest
interface, interface I, was retained, suggesting that
it is the primary protein-protein interaction driving
attached to a peptide (``CP''). The expected strand trans-
fer product ``T'' was again observed in the C50* reac-
tion. The results of two completely independent
experiments were identical (data not shown). While a
saturated gel is shown for clarity, a second sub-saturat-
ing exposure was used for quanti®cation.
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complex assembly. Its plasticity is likely function-
ally important and is observed to a more limited
extent in the different CRX structures and subunits
(compare A and B subunits, Figure 4(a)). A seem-
ing by-product is the ability to form oligomeric
species of varied multiplicities. In CRY, hinge ¯exi-
bility appeared key to the adaptation to different
subunit orientations. This idea is further illustrated
by the structure of the catalytic domain of homolo-
gous HP1 integrase.61 Although the hinge and C-
terminal helix are similar in length and contacts
with the C-terminal domain, a 2-fold HP1 Int
dimer is formed and the hinge makes a corre-
spondingly different angle. From entropic con-
siderations, the smallest feasible oligomer would
be expected to predominate. However, analogous
dimer formation by Cre is likely blocked by antici-
pated steric clashes between residues that form the
trimeric interface.

Interfaces II and III could not form in the trimer
and their component interaction surfaces became
reordered or disordered. The dispositions of these
un-utilized contacts lend a view of their states in
unbound Cre. In contrast to the complete disorder
of the 198-208 loop, helix A rearranged to interact
loosely with helix B of its own subunit. This shift
suggests that helix A switches positions in
response to the proximity of helix E from the
adjacent subunit. This switch in helix pairing
presumably reduces the possibility of non-speci®c
protein-protein interactions in the absence of
the cognate binding surface, and so speci®cally
stabilizes only the particular geometries which
enforce that proximity.

The absent tetramer contacts are partially com-
pensated by the new three-way interface which
contributes nearly 40 % of the trimeric contact area
(Figure 5(b)). The good ®t and the fractional
amount of buried hydrophobic surface are consist-
ent with oligomeric protein-protein contacts in gen-
eral and less comparable with crystal contacts.69 ± 71

Whether this interface is gratuitous or contributes
in some way to Cre function is yet unknown.
Mutations in this region, residues 317, 318 and par-
ticularly 319, relax the sequence-speci®city of both
binding and recombination.72 The most effective
mutation, Asn319Leu, might be expected to stabil-
ize the trimer interface by exchanging a polar con-
tact for a hydrophobic one. Speculatively, this
interface may play a transient role in tetramer
assembly by stabilizing an intermediate inter-sub-
unit geometry that closely matches that of the tri-
mer. This may also be the case for the HP1
integrase dimeric interface.

CRY offers the ®rst crystallographic views of a
three-way DNA junction, albeit in the context of
bound protein. As predicted by computational43

and experimental work,73,74 the open three-way
junction was accommodated with little disruption
of the B-DNA arms. The turn of the junction was
created by a simple kink in the phosphodiester
backbone. This backbone geometry was nearly
identical with that of the ``non-crossover'' strand of
the Cre-Lox Holliday complex (3CRX) indicating
that junctions may have limited conformational
options to effect a bend. Although the duplexes
joined at an angle near 120 �, the orientation of the
DNA curvature yielded a pyramidal structure with
a smaller �107 � average angle. The rotation of the
Lox half-sites and the pyramidal nature of the YJ
permitted the formation of interface I, which
would have been too greatly separated if the YJ
were ¯at. A much more pronounced pyramidal
structure was favored by free 3H YJs.42 ± 44,75

As suggested from the structure, Cre bound Lox-
derived YJs, formed covalent intermediates, and
performed strand transfer in the thermodynami-
cally expected direction. However, Lox3Y, and per-
haps YJs in general, are sub-optimal substrates for
both binding and catalysis. This behavior is in con-
trast to FLP recombinase, which is much more
active towards FRT-derived YJs, but more
resembles the low activity of l integrase.46

Stable binding of Cre to Lox3Y required occu-
pancy by all three molecules, since no intermediate
species were observed in the EMSA experiments
and disrupting binding to one arm completely
blocks trimer assembly (Figure 9(b)). Although the
trimeric complex formed at sub-micromolar con-
centrations, this is several hundred-fold higher
than the af®nity of Cre for LoxP,20 indicating that
the YJ is a poorer ligand. The reason for reduced
binding was not apparent in the CRY structure, as
there is no indication of geometric or steric strain.
However, model building indicated that substan-
tial steric clashes with DNA occur if the inter-arm
angle is less than 90 �, somewhat greater than the
60-80 � angle observed in free YJs.44 Perhaps the
cost of ¯attening the YJ to allow Cre binding con-
tributes negatively. However, a second, less popu-
lated distribution of ¯atter YJs was also observed
by AFM44 indicating that this geometry is, at least,
accessible.

That CRY most resembled the B subunit indi-
cated that ``active'' Cre conformations, particularly
the covalently bound one, are attainable in the tri-
mer. This similarity to 1CRX-B in particular may
be a function of rotation of the substituted Phe324
side-chain which allowed helix M to closely mimic
the position in the covalent intermediate. Helix M
and the active site were disordered in one preclea-
vage intermediate structure19 that also contained a
Phe324 substitution (5CRX). One possible expla-
nation is that the mutation allowed this segment to
¯uctuate between the precleavage and covalently
bound positions. Consistent with this ability to
achieve the ``cleaving'' conformation in the YJ-
bound context, Cre readily formed covalent inter-
mediates at levels comparable to those observed
with LoxP.64,65 Cre does not form covalent com-
plexes with single half-sites in the context of a lar-
ger duplex15,20 implying that oligomerization is
required for activity. The cleavage activity of CRY
supports this idea but also suggests that the precise
position of the C-terminal hinge is not crucial.
Apparently, formation of interface I is suf®cient to
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allow cleavage, either by ordering the C-terminal
domain or restricting the degrees of freedom of
helix M and Tyr324. Clearly, additional factors
such as the conformation of the 198-208 loop
modulate the activity differences between A and B
subunits.

The thermodynamically favored strand transfer
product is formed, but at low levels. The low ef®-
ciency is not surprising because of several subopti-
mal aspects of the structure and substrate. First,
the conformational switches that coordinate clea-
vage order and position in the tetramer may not
occur in the trimer. The situation is made even less
favorable because of the clear preference for form-
ing covalent intermediates at the left arm ApT
base-step. This is in contrast to earlier published
suggestions that the right arm GpC base-step was
cleaved preferentially.15 Unfortunately, the
required cleavages in Lox3Y are at these less reac-
tive sequences (Figure 8(b)). This bias was recently
documented,65 but subsequent to our substrate
design. If the active sites are independent and,
given the observed levels of 1-2 %, 1 in 103-104 mol-
ecules would have the appropriate con®guration of
covalent intermediates at any one time. We are
presently investigating whether the substrate can
be improved through re-design. Second, diffusion
of the cleaved strands may be hindered in CRY
because the strand-transfer channel is substantially
contracted and the new trimeric interface seques-
ters the scissile nucleotides in the active site. Third,
the loop containing essential Lys2014,19 is not vis-
ible in CRY. The active site is geometrically accessi-
ble, but lacking the loop interaction with the
adjacent subunit, Lys201 may not be not be held
rigidly enough to maintain high occupancy for this
contact. Finally, given the perfect symmetry of
CRY, the trimer may disfavor the required asym-
metric intermediates for YJ resolution45

(Figure 8(a)). If the YJ-bound form is the most ener-
getically favorable intermediate in this pathway,
pre-assembled Cre trimers could potentially pro-
mote the reverse reaction of synthesizing YJs from
a duplex and a half-site. This reaction is performed
by l integrase.76

CRY structure provides the structural bases for
recognition of three-way junctions by Int family
site-speci®c recombinases. That three recombinase
monomers can minimally form an active complex
has been suggested,45,77 although more recently in
the context of the tetramer.78,79 Cox and co-workers
also characterized the assembly of covalent FLP-
DNA complexes containing three FRT half-sites.77

Jayaram ®rst suggested that recombinase trimers
were the active species in FLP-mediated YJ
resolution.45 However, the oligomeric state of the
protein species was not demonstrated in these
cases. Our structural data furnish strong rationales
for the idea that Int class recombinases trimerize
quasi-equivalently to recognize such substrates
(Figure 3(b), iii), rather than binding them as a tet-
ramer with one empty DNA site (Figure 3(b), ii).
The obtuse DNA branch angle of the tetramer is
similar enough to that in the trimer to preserve the
cyclic arrangement of the major quaternary inter-
actions (Figure 2, top view). The FLP-FRT
structure23 suggests a commonality in YJ recog-
nition, as two arms of the synapsed FRT DNA
overlay the CRY arms similarly to 1CRX
(Figure 6(b)). The two major quaternary contacts in
the FLP complex are mediated by helices con-
nected to ¯exible loops suggesting that they could
be tolerant of the greater distance between sub-
units required for trimer formation. This greater
¯exibility and the larger strand-transfer channel
expected in a FLP trimer, based on our modeling
studies, gives a rationale for the higher activity of
FLP towards YJs substrates. In contrast, the p53
tetramer seems unlikely to form trimers, but the
¯exibility of the connection between the DNA-
binding and tetramerization domains80 make it
likely that YJs are bound with one DNA binding
domain empty (v, Figure 3(b)). Similarly, based on
steric considerations, recombinase-promoted resol-
ution of HJ substrates containing three or less bind-
ing-competent arms were likely promoted by the
tetrameric form.79,81

While analogous trimer formation by the Holli-
day junction cleaving enzymes RuvC, phage T4
endonuclease VII and T7 endonuclease I in YJ rec-
ognition cannot be ruled out, the crystal structures
are 2-fold dimers that seem unlikely to
trimerize.82 ± 84 These enzymes appear either to
rearrange from their crystallographic dimers or
deform the HJs signi®cantly to bind DNA in both
active sites. Hydroxyl radical cleavage experiments
suggest that T4 EndoVII recognizes the coaxially
stacked Holliday junction,85 but DNA-binding sur-
faces appear to recognize DNA bent approximately
120 �,82 smaller than the �140 � angle between the
arms of the coaxially stacked HJ.36,38 The observed
120 � angle of the CRY YJ supports the model pro-
posed by Bhattacharyya et al52 in which the nucle-
ase dimers bind to adjacent arms (v, Figure 3(b)).
In contrast, RuvC and yeast EndoX3 induce a more
planar unstacked form86,87 analogous the CRX
synapse DNA, with its aforementioned similarities
to the CRY YJ. However, our unsuccessful
attempts to dock the CRY YJ to any the nuclease
structures suggest that these enzymes have marked
¯exibility in their dimer contacts or are able to sub-
stantially deform the YJ substrate.

In summary, we have demonstrated that Cre
recombinase site-speci®cally binds, cleaves, and
resolves the three-way DNA substrates, by forming
a quasi-equivalent oligomer to the HJ-reactive
form. However, the origin of this cross-reactivity,
shared with other HJ-recognizing proteins, remains
speculative. The simplest hypothesis is that ¯exi-
bility of subunit interfaces allows these proteins to
recognize and adapt to common structural deter-
minants present in both substrates as we have
suggested here. The similar dispositions of the
DNA branches in the substrates seem the most
likely point of commonality, with ®ner differences
accommodated by the ¯exibility of quaternary con-
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tacts. The unanswered question is whether this
¯exibility in recognition is mechanistically required
to account for changes in oligomer geometry that
occur during recombination, or whether YJ-recog-
nition is a ``built-in'' feature indicative of a yet
undetermined or vestigial biological function.

Materials and Methods

Protein production and purification

The Cre recombinase gene ampli®ed using PCR from
the P1 lysogen BM25.8 (Novagen) with oligonucleotides
(50-desMet, TCCAATTTACTGACCGTACACCAA;
30TAA, cgaattcatTAATCGCCATCTTCCAGCAGGC;
non-P1 nucleotides are in lower case). The phosphory-
lated blunt-ended fragment was ligated into NcoI-
digested and ®lled pET28b(�) (Novagen) to give
pET28b-Cre. Authentic Cre recombinase was puri®ed
from induced lysates of BL21(::DE3, pET28b-Cre) by
ammonium sulfate fractionation, selective precipitation
in low salt, followed by cation exchange and gel
®ltration chromatographies (E.P.B., unpublished results).
The mutation Tyr324-Phe was introduced using
the method of Kunkel88 with the mutagenic oligo-
nucleotide GGTTACGGATAaAGTTCATaACAATATT-
TAC (mutations in lower case). Protein expressed from
BL21(DE3) cells containing the mutant plasmid,
pET28bCre-Y324F, was puri®ed in an identical manner
to the wild-type. To facilitate puri®cation, six histidine
residues were added to the N terminus of the wild-type
and Tyr324Phe mutant using inverse PCR with the
50desMet primer above, a primer containing the His-tag
and vector sequences ATGATGATGATGATGATGGTG-
CATATGTATATCTCCTTCTTAAAGTTAAAC), and
pET28bCre as template. Puri®cation steps were carried
out at 4 �C and all solutions were buffered by 20 mM
Tris-HCl at pH 7.8-7.9 and contained 0.05 % (w/v)
sodium azide. All Cre proteins are poorly soluble at
below 300 mM NaCl at pH 7.8 (50-100 mg/ml). How-
ever, they are soluble and monomeric to 100 mg/ml in
700 mM NaCl, or to at least 250 mM in the presence of
stoichiometric Lox half-site DNA. Six liters of BL21(DE3)
cells harboring the expression plasmids, pET28b-His6Cre
and pET28b-His6Cre-Y324F, were grown at 30 �C in
2 � LB broth containing 50 mg/ml kanamycin to a den-
sity of 1.0-1.4 A600, induced with 1 mM IPTG, and grown
for three hours at 30 �C. Chilled cells were lysed using a
French press in buffer 1 (0.7 M NaCl) containing 5 mM
imidazole and 1 mM PMSF, and clari®ed by centrifu-
gation (39,000 g, 30 minutes). Nucleic acids were
removed by addition of 4 % (w/v) streptomycin sulfate
and centrifugation. The lysate was dialyzed against
buffer 1, applied to a 15 ml His-Bind column (1-2 ml/
minute, Novagen), washed with three volumes of buffer
1 with 0.1 % (v/v) Triton X-100 and then ten to 15
volumes of buffer 1. Cre recombinase was eluted with a
gradient of imidazole (5 mM-100 mM) in buffer 1. The
purest eluates were dialyzed against buffer 1 containing
10 mM EDTA. The dialysate was diluted with 4.5
volumes of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 200 mM NaCl,
2 mM DTT, and immediately applied to a 5 ml S-Sepha-
rose column (Pharmacia, 5 ml, 4-6 ml/minute). The col-
umn was washed with 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8),
250 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and Cre was eluted with a
minimal volume of buffer 2 (buffer 1 with 2 mM DTT
and 0.5 mM EDTA). The pooled fractions were adjusted
to 1 M NaCl, concentrated to 20-100 mg/ml using a
Centricon-10 microconcentrator (Millipore), dialyzed
against buffer 2, ®ltered, and stored at 4 �C. Protein con-
centrations were determined using an extinction coef®-
cient of 1.21 mgÿ1 or 49,000 Mÿ1. The yield was 5-20 mg
of puri®ed protein per liter of cells. Cre* had similar
activities to wild-type using an integration assay in vitro
and both His-tagged and untagged proteins behaved
identically in crystallization experiments. All prep-
arations were free of measurable endo- and exonuclease
activities using supercoiled and linear DNA substrates,
respectively at 1 mg/ml Cre.

Crystallization and data xollection

Half-site duplexes based on the LoxA site (Figure 1(b))
from Guo et al.17 were designed to yield Lox sequences
32-40 bp in length containing either blunt outside ends,
or 1-4 nt external 50 extensions composed of alternating
A and T residues. These duplexes were screened for
crystallization with Cre*Y324F using vapor diffusion
under 12 different conditions that routinely give Cre/
Lox complex crystals (E.P.B., unpublished results). Both
the 32-mer and 35-mer (identical with LoxA) versions
yielded the crystal form described here. The 35-mer com-
plex was chosen for comparison with the CRX structures
and for its greater diffraction.

The oligonucleotide pair (B strand, TATAACTTCGTA-
TAGC; C strand, ATATGCTATACGAAGTTAT, 1 mmol
scale, RPC puri®ed, DNA Express) were annealed by
mixing at room temperature, cooled to 4 �C, and then
mixed with Cre (35-45 mg/ml), diluted to 150 mM
duplex and 75 mM protein, and allowed to stand for ten
minutes. The 3 ml of protein-DNA solution was mixed in
1:1 (v/v) ratio with well solution and inverted over a
500 ml reservoir containing 4 % (w/v) PEG8 K, 125 mM
LiSO4, 20 mM Na-Pipes (pH 6.1), 60 mM NaCl at 20-
22 �C. Crystals appeared by seven days, reaching maxi-
mum size (400 mm � 400 mm � 400 mm) within two
weeks. The crystals were cubic, space group I23,
a � 161 AÊ with one Cre*Y324/LoxA per asymmetric
unit. For iodinated heavy-atom derivatives, iodine-1 and
iodine-2,17 5-iododeoxyuridine bases (dUI) replaced
selected thymidine residues in the oligonucleotides:
iodine-1 (dUI A dUI AACTTCGTA dUI AGC), iodine-2
(ATATGC dUI A dUI ACGAAGTTAT). The mercury
derivative was obtained by soaking a crystal in 1 mM
thiomersal plus mother liquor for ten minutes. For the
2.05 AÊ resolution crystals, growth conditions contained
9 % (v/v) MPD.

All data were collected using crystals that were ¯ash-
cooled to 100 K. Prior to placing in the cold stream, crys-
tals were rinsed brie¯y with reservoir buffer to which
20-25 % (v/v) MPD had been added. The Native 1 and
heavy-atom derivative data sets were collected on an
RAXIS IV using Cu-Ka radiation. The Native 2 data set
was collected at SSRL beamline 9-1 (special thanks to
Andrew Fisher, U.C. Davis). Diffraction data were
indexed and processed with XDSIPLAY and DENZO
and scaled using SCALEPACK.89 Data collection stat-
istics are given in Table 1.

X-ray structure solution and refinement

Candidate heavy-atom sites were determined using
SOLVE90 and veri®ed by inspection of Patterson maps
and cross-phased Fourier difference maps.91 Phases and
statistics were determined using MLPHARE.92 A map at
2.8 AÊ was generated using 3.0 AÊ MLPHARE multiple
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isomorphous replacement and anomalous scattering
phases which were extended to 2.8 AÊ using density
modi®cation and solvent ¯attening with DM.92 Data col-
lection and phasing statistics are summarized in Table 1.
The initial model was traced from the 2.8 AÊ map assisted
by O,93 using a 3.5 AÊ unmodi®ed map for comparison.
The model was re®ned with TNT94 using all of the data
to 2.55 AÊ . and observed structure factors were scaled to
the model using the scaling parameters B 0.0 KSOL 0.9
BSOL 150.0. The geometry restraints of Engh & Huber
were used.95 The atomic B-factors were restrained using
a BCORRELS library96 modi®ed by us to contain infor-
mation from high-resolution DNA structures. For veri®-
cation, Fo ÿ Fc difference maps were generated from
models in which segments of 30 residues were omitted
prior to re®nement.97 Five percent of the data were set
aside prior to re®nement for the free R calculation. In the
®nal round of model building and re®nement, only the
5-2.55 AÊ data and no solvent model were used because
of poor scaling of the low-resolution data. The ®nal
model contained a single Cre/half-Lox complex in the
asymmetric unit, residues 21-198 and 209-343, the entire
LoxA half-site DNA, and 114 water molecules. A second
2.05 AÊ resolution data was obtained from SSRL beamline
9-1 and used for further re®nement and rebuilding. The
second model contained residues 20-199 and 208-343, all
of the DNA, and 310 solvent molecules and differed
from 1DRG signi®cantly in region of residues 21-34,
which is somewhat poorly de®ned. The ®nal re®nement
statistics are given in Table 1. Nine percent of the protein
or DNA atoms have high B-factors of 80-100 AÊ 2 but are
included in the model because there is corresponding
electron density visible in omit maps. Superpositions,
solvent-accessible surfaces with a 1.4 AÊ probe, and other
parameters for model analysis were performed using
EDPDB.58 Figures were created with MOLSCRIPT98 fol-
lowed by rendering with Raster3D.99

DNA binding and cleavage assays with
YJ substrates

YJ substrates were created by annealing three oligonu-
cleotides, each of which contained Lox 13 bp repeats,
unique external extensions, and spacer sequences to
direct the formation of a unique three-way junction. The
following oligonucleotides were synthesized (DNA
Express, 1 mmol scale, RPC-puri®ed); the 13 bp repeats
are underlined, deviations from LoxP are in lower case,
``/`` represents the center of the junction. For the
substrate with three Lox arms, Lox3Y: A40 (40-mer, 50-
ATAACTTCGTATAatgT/AtgcTATACGAAGTTATGTC-
AAT); B44 (44-mer, 50-TTCTACATGGATAACTTCGTA-
TAgcaT/AcatTATACGAAGTTAT); and C50, (50-mer, 50-
ATTGACATAACTTCGTATAgcaT/AtgcTATACGAAG-
TTATCCATGTAGAA); and for the substrate containing
two Lox arms, Lox2Y: 40X (40-mer, 50-ATAACTTCG-
TATAatgT/AtgcTgcACcgAGTTATGTCAAT); B44, and
50X (50-ATTGACATAACTcgGTgcAgcaT/AtgcTATAC-
GAAGTTATCCATGTAGAA), changes from Lox3Y in
bold.

In all experiments, one oligonucleotide was 50-labeled
with [g32P]ATP (3000 Ci/mmol, Amersham) using T4
polynucleotide kinase (NEB) in the supplied buffer fol-
lowed by puri®cation using a Quiagen Nucleotide Puri®-
cation Kit. The labeled oligo, 50 nM, was annealed with
250 nM each of unlabeled partners and used without
further treatment as these were not stable to gel
puri®cation. The majority (>90 %) of the labeled oligonu-
cleotide was incorporated into the Y-junction. Polyacryl-
amide gels (20:1 (w/w) acrylamide/bis-acrylamide)
contained and were run in Tris-borate-EDTA buffer
(TBE) with or without 8 M urea, or using SDS-PAGE
buffers100 supplemented with 8 M urea. Gels without
urea were dried directly, while those containing 8 M
urea were rinsed with gel running buffer and then dried.
An image plate (Fuji BAS-MS 2040) was exposed,
scanned with an image plate reader (Molecular
Dynamics Storm 860) and visualized and analyzed with
ImageQuant (Molecular Dynamics).

EMSA titrations were performed as follows: Cre* or
Cre*Y324 was mixed with pre-annealed YJ containing
�5 nM 32P-labeled B44 mixed with 45 nM unlabeled B44
(B44*), and 250 nM each A40 or 40� and C50 or 50�) in
200 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na-EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.8), at 21 �C. After standing for one hour, one
fourth volume of loading buffer, 30 % (w/v) Ficoll,
0.005 % (w/v) bromophenol blue, 1 mM Na-EDTA, and
10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), was added and the mixture
was applied to a 6 % (w/v) polyacrylamide gel usingTBE
buffer, electrophoresed, dried and quanti®ed.

Covalent complex formation and strand transfer
activity was assayed by incubating Cre* with pre-
annealed labeled YJ substrate containing �5 nM 32P-
labeled 32P 50 end and 45 nM unlabeled A40, B44, or C50
(A40*, B44*, or C50*) and 250 nM each unlabeled strand,
for four hours at 21 �C in optimized Cre reaction buffer
(300 mM LiOAc, Tris-acetate, 1 mM Na-EDTA, pH 8.3,
50 mg/ml BSA). The reaction was quenched with 2 %
(w/v) SDS, and split into two portions. One portion was
electrophoresed through a Laemmli SDS containing
gel100 (8 % (w/v) acrylamide, TBE and 8 M urea). The
other portion was digested with proteinase K (0.5 mg/
ml, one hour, 65 �C) and electrophoresed through an
8 M urea/TBE containing gel (15 % (w/v) acrylamide).
The gels were processed and quanti®ed as described
above. The results of two completely independent exper-
iments were identical. Product sizes were determined
from band mobilities of the proteinase K-treated
samples. The relationship of DNA size and gel mobility
was obtained from linear regression of the log of the
length versus the mobility of markers (14, 15, 16 (not
indicated), 17 and 18 nt) and substrate strands (40, 44
and 50 nt).

Protein Data Bank accession numbers

The coordinates of the 2.55 AÊ model were deposited
in the Protein Data Bank, accession number 1DRG. The
2.05 AÊ model was also deposited in the PDB, accession
number 1F44. The abbreviations used for the reaction
intermediates are their PDB accession numbers, e.g. the
precleavage intermediate has the PDB accession number
4CRX.
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